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As  outlined in a previous  paper  (Broatch,  1986).  a  good  palyno- 
zonation  has  been  established for seven  sections  south of the  Burnt 
River,  ranging  from  the  Minnes  to  Hulcross  Formations.  Since  that 
time, 52 additional  samples of Minnes  and  Gething  have k e n  
collected  from  the  Sukunka  (26)  and  Goodrich (26) areas to the 
north. A total of 264  samples  has  been  processed, of which 220 have 
beenexamined  microscopically forpalynomorphs.  The zonation for 

the  north  has been established  and  correlated  with  the  sections  to  the 
the Gething  through  Gates  Formations at Bullmoose  Mountain  in 

the  Minnes  samples  examined,  but it is still too early to give a 
south  (Broatch,  1986). Good assemblages  have  been  obtained  from 

zonation  within  the  northem Minnes,  or to correlate to the  Jurassic 
and  Lower  Cretaceous  sections of Minnes  to  the  south.  The  estab- 
lishment of this  northem  zonation  is critical because  the  top of the 
Minnes is bevelled.  Also,  the final results  should  allow for a better 
estimateoftheextentofthehiatusbetweentheupperMinnesandthe 
overlying  Cadomin  Formation. 

The  presence  ofboth  dinocysts  and  sporelpllen assemblages  has 
allowed  recognition ofthe facies  changes  from  marine  to  terrestrial 

ofthe Gething  that  persists  from  the  northwest  to  southeast  and that 
(Figure  5-7-1).  Significantly, it has  shown a marine  unit  at  the  base 

splits  into  an  upper  and  lower  tongue in the  south,  near  the Triad 
Creek  area. f i o  other  marine  tongues  occur  in  the  Gething:  one 
about half  way up  section  that  pinches  out  south of Monkman  Pass, 
and  a  second  that  extends  just  south of Wolverine  River. The 
Gething  is  separated  from  the  overlying  Moosebar  Formation  by  a 
barren  zone  interpreted to be  largely  reworked  near-shore  terrestrial 
strata. 
__ 

dinocysts,  and  thins  slightly  to  the  southeast. It is  separated fron. the 
The overlying  marine  Moosebar  contains  a  large  assemblage csf 

overlying  Gates  Formation  by  a  “Transition  Unit”  (the Torens 

thick  basal  unit  that  is  open-marine at Bullmoose  Mountain  and  that 
Member)  that  is  barren of palynomorphs.  The  Gates  Formation has a 

changes  rapidly  to  intertonguing  restricted-marine  and  nonmarine 
conditions  between  Bullmoose  Mountain  and Wolverine Rive.:. 
Above  this  unit  is a middle  terrestrial  followed  by  a  middle  marine 
interval,  both of which are thin. The uppermost  section of the  Gates 
contains  another  terrestrial  unit  overlain by a ~narine unit. 

restricted  species in each fonnation, and  in  each  member of the 
In  addition to recognizing  the  main facies,  the  presence of severrd 

Gates  (Figure 5-7-2). provides  an  ideal  tool for correlation a d  
dating of separate  sections  within  the  coalfield. It is  now  quite 
evident  that  outlying  sections  both to the  nollh  and  south  will  be 
correlatable  with  zones  in  the  central area. This is also the  case  with 
the  Minnes  Formation, as shown  previously  by  Broatch (19861, 
although  more  work  needs  to be done  to refin,: the  zonation. 
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Figure 5-7-1. Zonation  and  correlation of the  Peace  River  Coalfield  based on total  palynomorph  assemblage 

EXPLANATION: 

relative  abundance  and  diversity of species.  Terrestrial  facies  are  characterized by  an absence of marine  dinocysflacritarch  species,  abundant 
Zonation  established on the  basis of type(s) of palynomorphs  present  (sporesipollen,  dinocystsiacritarchs,  algal  cystslfungal  spores)  and 

andlor  diverse  spore  species  and  moderate  numbers of algal  and  fungal  material.  Restricted m k n e  facies  are  characterized  by  a  mixed 

open-marine  facies.  Open-marine  facies  are  characterized by an  abundanf  and  diverse  dinocystlacritarch  assemblage. 
assemblage of spores,  pollen,  dinocystslacritarchs,  algal  cysts  and  fungal  spores  in  abundances  reflecting  proximity  to  terrestrial or 

Much of the  terrestrial  Gething  facies  and  the  entire  "Transition  Unit"  are  barren of indigenous  palynomorphs  suggesting  rapid  facies 
changes  and  reworking of sediments  during  deposition. 

Coal  seams  greater  than 0.5 metre  are  plotted  for  reference.  Coal  depths  are  based on drill hole  logs  as  are  lithologic  contacts.  Palynologic 
contacts do not rely on  coal seam  location but have  been  placed  to  emphasize  probable  concurrent  episodes of coal  development  without 
compromising  palynologic  data. 
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Figure 5-1-2. Generalized species zonation (chart currently  under  revision) 
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Figure 5-1-2. Generalized species zonation (chart  currently  under revision) (continued) 
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